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The Minister of the Interior1 having asked me to travel to the département
of the Orne to gather exact information about the meteorite which appeared
in the vicinity of L’Aigle on 6th Floreal of this year, I hastened to fulfill his
purpose and I shall give account to this class of the observations which I
have collected. May the importance of the subject excuse the multiplicity of
details I shall enter into.

Ever since the attention of scientists has moved towards the study of mineral
masses which are said to have fallen from the atmosphere, all the resources
of critical examination and of experience have been employed to record this
astonishing phenomenon and to throw some light as to its cause. In the same
time that chemical analysis determined the elements in these masses,
distinguished them from the natural products already known, and discovered
in their perfect identity the proof, or at least the great probability of a
common origin, all the accounts which could have had some relation to same
fact have been collected; one has consulted the accounts of the ancients,
whose authority has been all too often met with suspiscion, and who more
and more are being recognized to be faithful witnesses, the more often that
occasions present themselves to verify their observations. In order to
complete these research and to make its full importance felt, ingenious
hypotheses have been brought forth in order to satisfy, in accordance with
the laws of physics, to the hitherto observed phenomena. Finally, scientists
of all classes, of all countries, have united their efforts upon this great
question, guided, not by jealous rivalry, but by the noble love of truth.

Without doubt, such unanimous concourse will be remarked on in the
history of the sciences. It is both result and proof of their progress. It is a big
step made in the study of nature to be able to examine a phenomenon no full
explanation of which can yet be entertained, and a courage of this sort can
belong only to the most enlightened of men. We must therefore thank our
colleague Pictet, who set us a first exemple in the matter at hand by
communicating to us the investigations of the English chemists; which
investigations a precipitous opinion might have treated as fanciful, but
which was discussed in the present class with the reserved enthusiasm

1 The chemist Jean-Antoine Chaptal (1754-1832).
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thanks to which one equally avoids passing up new truths, and welcoming
errors. Indeed, of what help can prejudices be, when everything is lacking
to form oneself an opinion?  Always, when faced with doubtful questions,
the ignorant believes, the half-learned decides, the educated man examines:
he does not have the temerity to pretend to put limits to the power of nature.
Let us therefore follow zealously, and without letting anything hold us up,
the phenomenon which presently occupies us; and if we should finally
succeed, as I hope we will, to establish its reality without a doubt, let us not
forget that it has been the conceit of wanting to explain everything which
has caused it to be rejected for so long.

Of all the probabilities collected up to now about the fall of meteoritic
masses, the strongest  result from the agreement existing between the
identity of their composition, and the identity of the origin which
testimonies grant them exclusively. This agreement, already verified in a
great number of observations, gives to this probability a value which is very
close to a certitude and which is by no means infirmed by the objection that
the witnesses are but  little educated; for, precisely because of the paucity of
their education their testimonies should, if the facts were false, evoke
diverse substances, dissimilar circumstances; and for a topic of this nature,
in which particular personal interest enters for nothing, the chance of the
convergence of testimonies is unique, whereas that of their divergence is
infinitely multiple. 

Still, it remained much to be desired that such a phenomenon be at least
once recorded in an irrecusable manner, and that all its particularities be
faithfully collected, as much in order to establish a moral certitude as to its
existence,  as to know exactly the circumstances which signal it, and which
are also necessary in order, if at all possible, for us to trace our way back to
its causes, or at least, to prevent us from getting lost in error when searching
for the latter.

Convinced of such truth, I felt that only the most scrupulous exactitude and
faithfulness could make useful to science the mission with which I had been
entrusted. I constituted myself as a witness estranged from all systematic
thinking; and, in order to not offer anything which might endanger the trust
in that which I am going to report, I will limit myself in this memoir to
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exposing the facts such as I have collected them, gathered them, and only
developing the immediate consequences resulting from their relationships.
I will even abstain from examining how they draw close to or move far from
hitherto imagined hypotheses.

Before beginning my research, I found it necessary to methodically classify
the facts on which I was to principally direct my observations; I therefore put
them together in the following table:

ARGUMENTS

PHYSICAL, derived from:

MORAL, derived from:

The presence of meteoritic stones in
the hands of inhabitants of the area.

Traces or debris left or occasioned by
the meteorite.

Mineralogical and geological
circumstances of the area.

The testimonies of persons who have
seen and heard the meteorite;

The testimonies of persons who have
heard the meteorite but have not
seen it;

The testimonies of persons who,
finding themselves on the spot, have
searched for and collected
informations about the meteorite and
its effects.

Before leaving, I gathered on these diverse questions all the information I
could put my hands on. I begged citizen Haüy to be so kind as to enlighten
me as to the mineralogy of the land I was going to survey. Citizen Coquebert
Montbret, a correspondant of this class, furnished me with the necessary
knowledge about the physical geography of said land. Finally, citizen
Fourcroy was kind enough to give me a copy of the letters which he had
received from L’Aigle relative to the apparition of the meteorite.

I left Paris on the 7th Messidor (June 26th), taking with me a compass, a
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Cassini map, and a sample of the meteoritic stone of Barbotan,2 which had
been handed there to our colleague Cuvier: I intended to use it as a term of
comparison, and I was curious to find out what origin the inhabitants of the
cantons where it was said that similar ones had fallen, would assign to it.

But I did not go straight away to the very spot. If the explosion of the
meteorite had indeed been as violent as we have been told, its noise must
have been heard very far away. It was therefore in conformity with the rules
of critical investigation to start by gathering information in distant places
about this extraordinary noise, about the day and the hour it had been heard,
to follow its direction and to let myself be led by testimonies right to the spot
where the meteorite was said to have exploded. In this way, I would be to
gather, over a large expanse of land, comparable informations; for, as to the
noise, and the very circumstances of the explosion, testimonies would have
to concord, wherever they were gathered. Anyway, all stories relative to
meteoritic masses have their apparition preceded by a ball of fire. It was
important to make out if the meteorite of L’Aigle had been accompanied by
the same circumstances, and it was only far from the spot of the explosion
that I could ascertain this.

Guided by these considerations, I first went to Alençon, chef-lieu of the
Orne département, situated at 15 leagues (1 metric league = 4 km; 15 x 4 =
60km)3 to the south-west of the city of L’Aigle. 

On my way, the courier from Brest to Paris told me that on Tuesday, 6th
Floreal,4 at 9 leagues (36km) beyond Alençon, between Saint-Rieux and Pré-

2 Now a part of Cazaubon, commune of the département of Gers (Midi-Pyrénées). A
6.4 K stone fell there in 1790.

3 The metric system, called MKpS for “mètre - kilogramme-poids - seconde” one of
the lasting contributions of the French Revolution, had been adopted by decree of the
Convention on the 18th Germinal of the year 3 (7 avril 1795).

4 The Republican Calendar, with its poetic-bucolic names of months, was introduced
by decree of the Convention on 14th Vendémiaire of the year 2 (October 5, 1793) in order to
wean the nation of the patterns of religious time references. It was abrogated by Napoleon in
1805. It can be seen here that its division of the month in three “decades” of ten days each did
not catch on: the former days of the week continued to be used. This “Tuesday” should have
been a “Sextidi...”
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en-Pail, he saw in the sky a globe of fire which appeared in a serene sky, on
the side of Mortagne, and seemed to be falling towards the north. Some
instants later, a great noise was heard, like of thunder, or of a carriage rolling
continuously over cobblestones. This noise lasted several minutes, and could
be heard despite the noise of the mail-coach which was then driving over a
dirt road. The time was three quarters after noon, and the courier told me
that he had immediately checked his watch, as the sight had most astonished
him. He added that, when arriving in Alençon, he had told this fact in the
house where he had spent the night; and this has been confirmed to me
since. From the progess of this fiery globe, from the noise, and especially
from the hour, I judged that this was the beginning of the meteorite of
L’Aigle. 

In Alençon, they had vaguely heard about this phenomenon, but they had
seen nothing; and no extraordinary noise had made itself heard: which is not
surprising in a large town, amidst the tumult of a market day. The prefect,
the chief engineer of bridges and roads, the professors at the central school5

had no knowledge of the meteorite. But if these citizens were not able to
give me any direct information on the subject, they furnished me with
others, no less useful, by letting me inspect their collections. Citizen
Barthélemy, engineer in chief, a man as distinguished by his knowledge as
esteemed in the area for his character, has busied himself for five years
collecting samples of all mineral substances found in the département of the
Orne, with the purpose of finding material necessary to industry or for civil
construction. In this collection which I examined, nothing resembles
meteoritic masses, and citizen Bartélemy himself, with whom a left a sample
of the one fallen at Barbotan in 1790, had never seen anything coming close
to it. I found myself thus enlightened on one of the main points of my
mission. I similarly examined the collection and the cabinets of the central
school, and if I did not find there anything analogous to the object of my
research, I nevertheless brought back with me a most deeply felt esteem for
the zeal, the efforts and the perseverance of the professors who compose this

5 Ecoles Centrales: public establishments of learning founded by the Revolution in
replacement of the ancient colleges with an emphasis on scientific education and financed by
the state. They had to be equiped with a public library, a garden, a cabinet of natural history
and a cabinet of experimental sciences (i.e. a laboratory).
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establishment.6

Citizen Lamagdeleine, the prefect, not having himself been able to give me
any information, furnished me most obligingly with all means to obtain these
at L’Aigle and in the various places where I would be stopping. The
librarian of the central school, a young man full of talent and energy, agreed,
upon my asking, to gather some information relative to the meteorite of
L’Aigle. He was able to collect but simple stories, by word of mouth, but
these agreed with each other and with what we already knew. Having no
other exceptation concerning the purpose  of my mission, I left Alençon on
10th Messidor (29 June) et made myself on the way to L’Aigle, with an
active and intelligent guide. I intended to stop in all the places where I could
hope for answers to my questions; I even planned to go off to the houses I
could make out at a distance from the road.

The first inhabited place we came to was Seez, a small town 10 leagues
(40km) from L’Aigle. The noise of the meteorite had been heard there; the
people indicated precisely the day, the hour and the diverse circumstances.
It was like a very loud thunderclap which seemed to come from the north
and the rolling of which, accompanied with several successive explosions,
lasted five or six minutes. Persons finding themselves in the square believed
at first that it was the noise of a carriage rolling over the cobblestones and
coming from Argentan or from the town of Merlerault; they only noticed that
they were mistaken when nothing was seen coming, and the noise was
continuing. These persons were the more astonished because the sky was
perfectly serene, without the slightest cloud, and one could notice nothing
extraordinary in it. They also said that travellers coming from Falaise and
Caen had strongly heard the same explosion, and that they had been much
frightened; they also added that a ball of fire had appeared in the direction
of Falaise, and that the subprefect of Argentan had been given a stone which

6 J.-B. Biot is touching here, in discreet dissent, on a politically sensitive subject:
Bonaparte’s hatchet had already fallen on the écoles centrales. They were to be disbanded this
very year. They had been found to coordinate poorly with primary education, to suffer from
the absence of a moral and religious education, and from too much freedom being granted to
the students. The revolutionary schools were found to be too revolutionary... Through the law
of 8th Pluviose of the year 11 (28th January, 1803) their newly assembled libraries had been
handed over to the communes.   
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had fallen from the sky.

These informations made me think that the effects of the meteorite had
covered a space much larger than the one we had imagined. My goal being
to first circumbscribe exactly said space, I followed the indications I had just
received and headed in the direction of Argentan.

We had been already on the road for a while when we met a man who knew
my guide and who appeared to me, like him, very intelligent. This man,
when interrogated about the phenomenon which I was tracing, remembered
very well the day and the hour. He was busy writing when he heard the
explosion. His window being open, and oriented to the north, he had lifted
his head in order to make out where the noise came from; but, to his great
surprise, he had seen the sky serene and there was nothing in the air. He
added that people having come back from Caen had heard the same noise at
the same time, but that no stones had fallen in that direction; that the one
which had been given to the subprefect of Argentan came from somewhere
else, and that the noise had generally seemed to come from the north-west,
and to follow in a parallel the road from Argentan to Falaise.

This was precisely the direction indicated by the letters we had received.
Upon this information, we turned around and took again the road to L’Aigle,
well assured that we were leaving nothing of importance behind.

We stopped at Nonant, a village situated 8 leagues (32km) to the west-south-
west of L’Aigle. The inhabitants there have heard very distinctly the
explosion of the meteorite. It scared them enormously; they compare it to the
noise of a carriage rolling over cobblestones, or to the noise of a violent fire
in a chimney. Barrier workers, who had laid themselves to rest along the
road, jumped up, much afraid. They saw nothing in the air, which was
serene. No stone fell in that place.

From Nonant, we went to the town of Merlerault. On our way, we met
shepherds in the countryside. I questioned them, asking them if they had not
been much scared by an extraordinary noise which had made itself heard
some two months ago. They answered affirmatively, indicated to me exactly
the day, the hour and the direction of the noise. They too had been surprised
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to see a serene sky. Other peasants whom I questioned on the road reported
the same.

At the town of Merlerault, seven leagues (28km) west-south-west of L’Aigle,
I collected the same stories; but the noise of the explosion and the fear it
induced were stronger by reason of the increased proximity. Men, women,
children whom I questioned agreed exactly as to the day, the hour and the
direction of the meteorite. They had seen nothing in the air, and the sky was
serene. Horses which were in a courtyard, having come back from the fields
and still harnessed, jumped in fear over a hedge and ran into the street: so
great was the strength of the explosion, yet at a distance of over 7 leagues
(28km). No stones had fallen in this town; but people had heard that some
had fallen in the direction of L’Aigle, and I was given one of these stones
which had been brought as a curiosity by a carter. It was indeed a piece
similar to those which had been sent to us.

From Merlerault we went to Sainte-Gauburge. On the road, I questioned a
great number of peasants, on their way to or at work in the fields. Men,
women, children all had heard the explosion the same day and report it to
have been at the same time, on a Tuesday, between noon and two o’clock. 

A little cauldron-mender of some ten to twelve years of age, who was on the
road with his sheets of tin and his tools on his back, was listening to a
peasant woman from whom I was asking details about the explosion. Oh!
Monsieur, he said to me, it was heard much farther away; it was heard three
leagues (12km) from Avranches. - That’s what you have heard said? -
Monsieur, I know it better than from hear-say, because I was there. - There
are 36 leagues (144km)from Avranches to L’Aigle.

In the village of Sainte-Gauburge, 4 leagues (16km) to the south-south-west
of L’Aigle, the inhabitants have all heard the explosion the same day and
more or less at the same time than everywhere else; but no meteoritic stones
fell at this spot. Yet, they had heard about those which had fallen near
L’Aigle, and several inhabitants of the place were in possession of some
samples. I was taken to a thatched cottage outside the village, where I found
a peasant of the area who held one in his hands. I first showed him the one
from Barbotan, and he immediately identified it as one having fallen from
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the sky.  Then he showed me the one in his possession: it was in every way
similar to the ones we had, and must have weighed about 0.48 K (1.06 lb).
His wife had picked it up in front of their door, where it had fallen and had
dug itself into the ground. The stone still showed the traces of this fall and
the peasant brought them to my attention. He seemed to be holding onto this
curiosity: I did not ask him for it. He told me that he was from the village of
Saint-Sommaire. I have since found out that this is the canton where the
greatest number of them fell.

An old man told me that, finding himself then working in a field near
L’Aigle, he had seen in the sky a small cloud from which explosions came
out which succeeded each other over several minutes; he had heard stones
whistle and fall.

From Sainte-Gauburge to L’Aigle, I questioned several peasants who all
agreed with the reports I had already gathered. Night falling prevented me
from further multiplying these informations, which at any rate could not
have taught me much more, as it was to the other side of L’Aigle that the
meteorite had burst. I reached this city around ten in the evening, on the
same day as I had departed from Alençon.

I went immediately to see our colleague Leblond; but I was not able to see
him. I learned anyway that the whole city had heard, at said day and hour,
a terrifying noise. No stones had fallen in L’Aigle itself, but people had
heard about them. People who were then at Caen assured me that the same
noise had been heard there at about the same time, and that a globe of fire
had been seen, which had caused a great fear.

On the day following my arrival, I showed up at our colleague Leblond’s: I
was as happy as I was flattered to find in him both the lights of a scientist
and the kindness of a friend.

Citizen Leblond and his brother-in-law citizen Humphroy, a former military
man, had both, as well as their families, heard the noise of the meteorite. It
was like a thunderclap which lasted without interruption for about five
minutes, and which was accompanied by frequent explosions resembling
discharges of musketry. At first, one had taken it to be the noise of a carriage
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rolling over the cobblestones, or for the noise made by a violent fire in a
chimney.

Comparing these accounts, made by enlightened men, with those we had
collected in the countryside over an aera of over 10 leagues (40km) of 
radius, we can see that they absolutely agree as to the day, the hour and the
nature of the explosion. We can therefore, with all certitude, deduce from
them the following consequences:

There occurred in the vicinity of L’Aigle, on Tuesday 6th Floreal in the year
11, around one o’clock in the afternoon, a violent explosion which lasted
five to six minutes, with a continuous rolling. This explosion was heard at
a distance of some 30 leagues (120km) all around.

If we compare the account made by the courier of Brest, about the globe of
fire which he had spotted, with that of the travellers coming from Caen and
from Falaise and with the content of the letters written from this latter city
on the very day of the explosion, we shall find that these accounts agree as
to the day, the hour and the direction of this meteorite.

I have learned since, through other information, that the phenomenon has
been seen nearly at the same time at Pont-Audemer and in the vicinity of
Verneuil.

From these testimonies put together, we can additionally deduce as certain
this second consequence:

On Tuesday, 6th Floreal of the year 11, a few moments before the explosion
at L’Aigle, there appeared in the air a luminous globe animated with a
rapid movement. This globe was not observed at L’Aigle, but it was in
several other cities of the region and which where very distant  from each
others.

I took all measures necessary to have precise and multiple intelligence 
of the various spots where this phenomenon was seen, so as to deduct from
it its progression, and to follow, as far as possible, the whole length of its
course. But meanwhile, if one considers the day, the hour at which it was
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observed, the trajectory it took, and the explosion which succeeded to its
apparition, we shall conclude from it with the same amount of certitude this
third consequence:

The explosion which occurred on 6th Floreal in the vicinity of L’Aigle was
the consequence of the apparition of a flaming globe which exploded in the
air.

And it must be noticed that these results agree perfectly with the
descriptions which have already been made of meteorites to which is
attributed the fall of mineral masses.

I come now to the very question of the fall of such masses; and as this was
the most important element in the phenomenon, it is the one to which I
dedicated the greatest care, both in details and in time.

The first information I received at L’Aigle about this object were given to
me by citizen Humphroy, and relates to a stone weighing 8.56 K (18.87 lb)
which is said to have fallen in La Vassolerie, a village situated one league
(4km) to the north of L’Aigle. Citizen Humphroy, guided by the public
rumor, went to the spot on the very day, on the advice of his brother-in-law,
citizen Leblond. He had still seen the peasants assembled around the hole
the stone had made upon falling. The stone was already reduced to 6.1 K
(13.45 lb) because everybody hastened to take pieces from it. Citizen
Humphroy obtained easily what was left over and brought it to his brother[-
in-law], who sent it immediately to Paris. I have in my possession a
characteristic sample of it.

Citizen Leblond, aware of the importance of the phenomenon, transported
himself immediately on the spot. He too still saw the peasants assembled; he
noted with them the depth of the hole, which was 0.5m (19.69 in); he saw
the dirt thrown up all around it to more than 4.86m (15.94 ft) distance; He
dug from the hole three large silexes which seemed to have prevented the
stone from penetrating to a greater depth.

I have since seen in his company this scary trace of the meteorite, I have
listened to the accounts of the owners of this house, I have heard the
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testimony of the children who were staying in the house when the mass fell
twenty paces away from them; and these are the informations which I
received from them:

The father of these children was returning from L’Aigle with his wife and
his daughter-in-law; they suddenly heard in the air an extraordinary noise of
thunder, accompanied by a rolling noise as of a big fire in a chimney. There
were almost no clouds in the sky, except for one small black cloud, and a
scattering of others such as are commonly seen; but there was no sign of a
thunderstorm. The noise seemed to come out of the small cloud, and moved
away in front of them continuously roaring and puffing. They were all three
extremely scared. The young woman fell in a faint and the father did not
dare to speak. This frightening noise lasted only a few minutes. When they
arrived home, they saw all their neighbors assembled, and thought that some
misfortune had occurred during their absence: they drew closer and were
shown the mass which had just been unearthed. The father weighed it
immediately: it’s weight was 8.56 K, as I have reported.

The son, having come back from the fields, gave me details even more
precise: it was he and his brothers who had first come running at the noise
of the fall of the stone, and who had unearthed it.

He was having lunch with his brothers and sisters under a walnut-tree which
he pointed out to me: suddenly, they heard above their heads a terrifying
noise of thunder, accompanied with a rolling so continuous that they
believed that they were about to die. The yound man told his siblings to
throw themselves to the ground so as not to be blown away. Then they heard
in the neighboring meadow a terrible blow, which they compare to that of
a full barrel falling from on high.  They ran to the spot, from which they
were separated by a hedge, and saw this stone, which had dug itself in so
deeply that it had made the water well up.

I examined with our colleague Leblond the hole from which this mass was
pulled. It is situated at the entrance to a humid pasture, the soil of which
certainly does not include anything like it among its natural products. Can
one reasonably suppose that a mass so considerable could have existed for
a long time without being noticed in a place frequently passed by; that all of
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a sudden the children of the house and the neighbors would have gotten
together, just by chance, to affirm that they had heard something very heavy
fall on that same spot, with a very big noise; that all these circumstances
would have coincided with what was happening at the same moment two
leagues (8km) away from there, and that finally none of the spectators could
have remembered ever having seen this stone before? Yet these are the
pecularities one would have to suppose having come together in order to
infirm the truth of this testimony.

Let us observe another very important circumstance. As the peasants had,
on the very spot, and in a few instants, broken off so many fragments of this
mineral mass, it appears that it did not then have the extreme hardness
which we find it to have today. In fact, our colleague Leblond assures us that
when it was brought to his home, it was still very easy to break, and the
small pieces which one broke off from it crumbled between one’s fingers.
This is assuredly a fact attested by an eyewitness worthy of all trust. The
same thing has been affirmed to me since in twenty different places, and by
all those who handled theses substances in the first moments. Yet, so fast a
passage from a friable state to one of complete solidity announces the
presence of a cause which had recently troubled their aggregation. This
agrees therefore with the testimonies, proving that these mineral masses are
foreign to the places where they found themselves, and that they had been
recently transported there.

Returning to La Vassolerie, I took pains to acquire specific informations to
acquire a knowledge of the route which the meteorite had followed, and the
expanse of land over which it seemed to have burst. These first informations
gave me as limits the city of L’Aigle on the one side, on the other five
villages, with names of Saint-Antonin, Gloss, Couvain, La Ferté-Fresnel and
Gauville. It was an area three leagues (12km) long by two leagues (8km)
broad, which I determined to explore completely the following day.

I left at six in the morning, accompanied by a guide who knew the country
and inhabitants well. We went first to the château of Fontenil, where all the
testimonies placed the beginning of the explosion. The masters being away,
I talked to the concierge of the château, who seemed to me a sensible and
trustworthy man. He had, like everybody else, heard several violent blows,
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resembling cannon fire, followed by a roaring like a fire in a chimney. All
of a sudden, a huge thud had been heard on the ground of the enclosure
surrounding the château, as of a large tree falling after having been stripped
of its branches. Workers which where at work in a nearby wood came
running at the noise; the cattle, fightened, ran towards the place where the
fall had occurred. A young man of fifteen, who was working ten feet away,
under a shed, said he had seen a stone fall: they all got closer and retrieved
one weighing three pounds. It had made a hole of 18 inches in the ground.
The concierge measured it after having removed it carefully, in order to
deposit it in the archives of the house together with an account of the event.
I saw the young man who is an eyewitness; I also saw the hole made by the
stone; I saw the very stone itself, and am bringing back a sample of it, which
I was allowed to break off.

The soil of the enclosure, which is called in this area the “cour,” is made of
loam, humid and covered with grass. Below the humus one finds pebbles:
nothing signals that one should find there naturally substances resembling
meteoritic masses, and all the inhabitants of the house are quite certain never
to have seen any.

I have also a piece of a similar sample, fallen into a field near Fontenil: it
passed whistling above the head of the shepherd, to whom it caused a great
fright, and fell twenty paces away from him. The sheep, terrified by the
noise of the meteorite, huddled together. The field has since been plowed,
and no other stones of the same nature have been found. These details were
given to me at Fontenil by an eyewitness who was brought before me.

From Fontenil, I went to the hamlet of la Métonnerie, and the concierge of
the château which we were leaving was kind enough to accompany us to this
farm, which is his property. The inhabitants of the farm saw the cloud above
their heads. Their account of the noise of the explosion is the same as
everywhere else. They saw two stones fall into their yard, quite close to
them: one, of which they showed me the spot, whistled in falling; it was
burning hot, as the earth was seen to smoke all around it. They only dared
remove it the following day, so much afraid they were. I am bringing back
a sample of it. The second one had fallen into a hedge: they looked for it for
a longtime, but could not find it.
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The soil of la Métonnerie is made of a little humus covering a layer of shale;
above, there is gravel which is used in construction. 

I have also a sample of a stone fallen nearby, in a place called la Marcelière.
It was seen by a child who was guarding sheep; it fell next to him. The piece
I am bringing back was given to me by the father of this child. According to
the volume he evoked to me, this stone must have weighed about 1.96 K (3
pounds = 4.32 lb) before anything was taken away from it.

From la Métonnerie, I went to the village of Saint-Nicolas-de-Sommaire: I
introduced myself to a lady to whom had been brought many meteoritic
stones; she used to hold the seigneury of this canton. She welcomed me in
good style and passed on to me, by herself and through her attendants, all the
details which had come to her knowledge.  I found at her home two priests,
the local one and the one of a neighboring hamlet called Saint-Michel-de-
Sommaire; there was besides these the forest warden, and a trusted lady,
long attached to the house. All these persons, except for the warden, are eye-
witnesses of the fall of the stones. The latter was then on his way from
L’Aigle; he only saw the meteorite and heard the noise.

The priest of Saint-Nicolas was looking straight into the cloud from which
the explosion started. It was an elongated square, the longer side of which
was oriented east to west; it seemed immobile, and a continuous noise was
coming out of it, resembling the noise of a great many drums; then one could
hear the stones whistling through the aire like passing shots, and fall onto
the ground with a dull sound. One could very well see that the cloud
exploded successively from different sides, and each one of these explosions
resembled the noise of a fire-craker. The priest of Saint-Nicolas heard these
stones fall, but without seeing them falling; but the priest of Saint-Michel
assured me that he had seen one which fell whistling into the courtyard of
his presbytery, at the feet of his niece, and it rebounded more than one foot
high on the cobble-stones. He right away told his niece to bring it to him;
but she didn’t dare, and another woman who was nearby picked it up. I did
not see it; but the priest assured me that it was in every way similar to the
others, and these stones, of which we have a great number before our eyes,
are too well known now in this area that it should be possible to mistake
them for something else.
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The mistress of the house gave me several of these masses which had been
seen to fall. I am bringing along some more, of which I was shown the still
recent holes, and which bear the imprint of the terrains on which they fell.
They are all of the same nature than the ones we already have, and in this
regard there are as many witnesses as there are inhabitants. It seems, from
the information which I have gathered, that there fell in this place and in its
vicinity, a frightening number of stones; but despite the fact that they are
still big, as they weigh up to 0.97 K (2 pounds = 2.14 lb), none of them
equal those of la Vassolerie and of the vicinity of Fontenil: a circumstance
which it is important to notice.

Everybody agrees in saying that the stones smoked on the spots in which
they had just fallen. When brought inside the houses, they released an odor
of sulfur so disagreeable that they had to be brought outside again. A large
chunck which I broke off still yielded to me this odor very strongly, but only
in the inside. During the first days, these stones broke very easily; all have
since acquired the hardness which is now known to us. These changes in
state are as many physical proofs which converge to show that these stones
are foreign to the places where they then found themselves, or that they had
been transported there recently.

Here, as in la Métonnerie, the soil is made of loam, covering a layer of shale;
all the houses are built of pebblestones: never was anything seen resembling
a meteoritic stone.

We must remark that the testimonies here acquire greath strength through
the status and the moral qualities of the witnesses. We have at first a very
respectable lady, who can have no interest in making things up; then two
men of the church, who could not, for any motive, have intended to alter the
truth, especially in front of persons on whose esteem and trust they
depended; finally, there is an aged woman who seems to have been long
attached to this household and who, being convinced that this phenomenon
is a warning from heaven, would not have dared to misrepresent its
circumstances, especially when talking in front of persons she is in the habit
of respecting. Finally, the testimony of the forest warden is in itself a
guarantee of the truth of all the others; for I knew already that this man had
not been present when the stones were falling, and neither did he pretend to
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have seen them fall. Only, his work compelling him to criss-cross the fields,
he had had the occasion to spot and unearth several of these masses, which
he gave to me, and of which he showed to me the still recent holes. He was
quite certain never to have seen anything similar, and one knows how keenly
observant the people of his profession are.

From Saint-Nicolas-de-Sommaire I went, led by this warden, to the hamlet
of Bas-Vernet where he lives, and in which it was said that a great number
of stones fell. Seeing the desire I had to find one by myself and to dig it up
from the ground, he brought me to a little field which he owns, and where
he had noticed a hole which he thought had been made by one of these
stones: he had waited for the harvest to be done to ascertain himself of it; but
however much we looked and dug in this hole, we could not find anything.
If it was an annoyance for me to be disappointed in my expectation, it gave
me at least a renewed occasion to judge the good faith of my guide.

We then went to a neighboring farm, where we found an elderly woman and
two young girls, who declared to us all three that they had seen stones fall
and were horribly afraid by them: they were alone then in the house and
expected to perish instantly. They showed to me several holes in the
enclosure of the farm, from which they had extracted stones, and gave me
a sample. It is always of the same kind.

We tried for a long time to find by ourselves some left-over; but it was in
vain. The ground had since been soaked by the rain, the grass had grown,
and the holes themselves, from which the stones had been extracted, had
refilled themselves almost entirely. It was therefore very difficult to find
more, which would have escaped the first searches. We looked especially
under a tree and in a hedge where someone had heard stones fall between
the branches, and from which a bird had flown up; but we found nothing. I
did nevertheles notice that several of the branches of the tree and of the
hedge, situated in a vertical direction, had suffered damage.

After all these fruitless searches, we went to a neighboring farm. We were
again given the same accounts about the explosion and the fall of the
meteorite. The son of the household, aged ten to twelve, his mother and his
sister, aged fifteen or sixteen, were witnesses to the facts. In the middle of
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this terrifying noise, which they describe like everybody else, they saw a big
stone fall, which broke off a branch of a pear tree: the young lad ran to pick
it up; but finding it dug into the ground, he called onto his sister to bring a
spade. She came running; but hardly had she arrived that a small stone
passed in front of her face and fell at her feet. She then had no greater hurry
than to flee, and the stone was picked up the following day, when fear had
dissipated, along with the danger. I was shown the pear-tree, and I am
bringing a sample of the stone which broke one of its branches.

Several other farms in the vicinity gave me the same testimonies and
everywhere the same phenomena have been seen.

I left those parts to go to the hamlet of Mesle, to a farmer named Gibon,
whom my guides knew. He was a man of sixty-four, full of good sense and
reason; he received me with the greatest cordiality. He, his family and his
servants, are eye-witnesses to the phenomenon; they describe its
circumstances exactly as they are everywhere else. The roaring ressembled
so much the noise of a chimney-fire that they believed that the house was on
fire, and ran to the pond to fetch water to extinguish it. “We saw, this old
man told me, stones fall from above. I myself, who am not fearful and who
was tired, did not bother to go pick them up; but my children ran out for
them and brought them back. One of them fell close to the pond, and scared
a hen which was close by; another fell onto the top of our roof and rolled all
the way down: we thought that the chimney was falling.” Looking at this
respectable farmer, on could not doubt that his testimony was the exact
expression of the truth.

I was given a sample of this stone; I was shown on the slope of the roof the
wooden link which serves to hold the thatching and which it had broken off.
A lot of other stones had fallen into the courtyard which had been picked up.
They assured me that there was one in the pond, and another one in a half-
dried up ditch. We had to give up on the former; we looked for the second,
but to no use.

The son of the household, who had already given to me all that were left
over, told me that he had found some in a field, about a quarter of a league
(1km) away. I asked him if he had similarly visited all the neighboring
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fields. He answered me that he hadn’t; and as the place he was indicating
was close to Saint-Nicolas-de-Sommaire, where I knew a great number of
these stones to have fallen, I decided to take up again my search, hoping that
I would be more lucky.

Indeed, after looking for about an hour, under a most ardent sun, we found
one which I pulled myself from the ground where it was buried; I held it for
a long time, burning, in my hand, so great was the heat to which it was
exposed. It perfectly resembles all those we already had.

Satisfied of this little discovery, I examined the nature of the soil where we
were, and of the various substances which were to be found in it. I gave to
this examination a time and care proportionate to its importance. It is a fairly
light soil, on the surface of which one finds gravel and some foundry slag
which is called laitier. It is said that a very long time ago, there had been on
this spot smithies, which had been abandoned. Besides, we know how this
slag differs from meteoritic stone, and the peasants themselves did not err
about it; for, around L’Aigle, they know nowadays these stones very well,
and know very well how to distinguish them from the others, which they call
in opposition “natural stones.”

Coming back, my young guide pointed at a shepherd in the fields who was
known in former times to be an unbeliever, but who had been converted by
fear of this terrible meteorite.

Returning to the village of Mesles, I left immediately for the town of Gloss.
It was one of those which my previous informations indicated as being on
the edges of the meteorite. Indeed, no stones had fallen there, despite the
fact that the explosion had been heard violently to the south-west. I knew
that a few stones had fallen, but small ones and in a very small number, at
the hamlet of la Bélangère, situated to the west of Gloss. Through these
accounts, and through the informations I received about it, I found myself
confirmed in my opinion that nothing had fallen in the villages of Saint-
Antonin and of Couvain.

From the roaming around I had just done and from the informations it had
yielded me, I knew the limits of the explosion to the south, the east and the
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north; it remained for me only to wander along the western edge, and
therefore, when I left Gloss, I directed myself towards the south-west.

I went first to the hamlet of la Barne, into the house that bears this name.
The persons living in it had heard the noise of the meteorite, and had been
much scared by it; but having found themselves inside their home, they had
seen no stones falling, and were only alerted about this phenomenon by their
tenants who brought pieces which had just been found in the courtyard. I
was given a sample.

The master of the house took me to his farm, the tenants of which furnished
me with much stronger testimony. Not only had they seen and heard the
meteorite, but stones fell whistling around them like hail. They ran to the
pond, believing that the buildings were on fire; their fright was such that
they expected to die and they still talked about this event only with terror.
All the stones fallen here are very small: these people had picked up so many
of them that they ended up throwing them into the barnyard, as being of no
interest. Still, I was given a few of them, which they had preserved. We
looked for a long time among the pastures to see if we could still find some
on the ground; but in vain: the grass had grown too high. They don’t say
here that the stones were hot when they were picked up; this is probably due
to their small volume.

From there I went to the hamlet of Boislaville, and introduced myself at the
home bearing this name. The owner, whom I found myself addressing, is a
young man of twenty-eight to thirty years, who seemed educated and well-
born; he served in the war of the Revolution and is therefore not likely to be
afraid by a thunderclap. These particularities giving much weight to his
testimony, I took it down with special care, and I report about it faithfully.

Citizen Boislaville was standing in the middle of his courtyard, bareheaded;
he suddenly heard something like three or four cannon shots, followed by
some kind of a discharge, which sounded like a fusillade, after which there
occurred like a horrendous roll of drums, accompanied by the very loud
whistle caused by stones falling to the ground. The air was quiet and the sky
serene; one could only observe directly above the courtyard a small black
cloud which seemed immobile and from which all this noise seemed to
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originate. Right afterwards, a great quantity of meteoritic stones were picked
up in the enclosure around the house: they were all extremely small. Citizen
Boislaville gave me several pieces.

The mother of citizen Boislaville, an aged and very respectable lady, attested
to the same thing and with the same details. All her help had seen the same
effects, and their accounts agreed among them. They had been extremely
scared; the animals were violently agitated and all believed that the fire was
everywhere in the house.

Citizen Boislaville had informed himself whether stones had fallen in the
town of La Ferté-Frénel; but none had been seen, and this matched the
accounts which had been given to me in other places.

Here, as in la Barne, the soil is made of good loam, as are the fields and
pastures around; one cannot find pebbles, and they build with bricks. Citizen
Boislaville is quite certain that one has never seen in this countryside stones
similar to those which fell.

Here is therefore a witness whose moral character puts him above suspicion
of untruth. His account coincides in the smallest details with those reported
everywhere around. Such an account could it exist, if it were not based on
truth?

From Boislaville, I went to the farm of la Blandinière, where I had been told
that meteoritic stones had fallen in a fairly great quantity, but they were very
small. I only found in the house an aged woman who could not give me
much details, but who confirmed what I already knew. From there, I came
to the hamlet of Teil, where I expected to find very few of these stones;
indeed, only a small number had fallen there, and they were very small. It
was therefore difficult to get samples, the inhabitants holding onto to them,
the more so because they were rare. I experienced the same difficulty, for the
same cause, in the neighboring village of Guillemins; yet I was given one of
these stones which had fallen in front of the door of a house together with
several others which I was shown, and which were similarly of a very small
volume. From all these signs, I judged myself to be at the western limit of
the explosion. Indeed, I assured myself by pushing farther that no meteoritic
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stones have been seen beyond this place; none fell in the town of Gauville.

Taking up the road again towards L’Aigle, I stopped at the château of
Corboyer. I knew that many stones had fallen in this place. Indeed, the
workmen who were working in the courtyard told me that they had been
much afraid when they had heard them whistle around them, and seen them
come down the roofs, like hailstones. The owner was absent; I talked to the
concierge, who seemed to me a very intelligent man. He confirmed all these
facts and took me to the mayor of the place, who gave me a piece which had
fallen in front of his house and assured me that none like it had ever been
seen in the area.

On the day following the explosion, the mayor had written to the subprefect
of Argentan to inform him of this appalling fall of stones; he had even sent
along a sample, and it was the one which I had been told about at Seez. But,
before writing to Alençon, the subprefect had deemed necessary to get
further informations, which were held up by various circumstances. This
was why citizen Lamagdelaine had had no knowledge of the event.

I returned to L’Aigle at ten in the evening, bringing with me all the samples
I had been given, as well as the accompanying notes, which I had taken
down on the spot; the following day, I busied myself putting them in order.
Despite the fact that these informations seemed to me sufficient to establish
the reality of the phenomenon, I neglected nothing during my stay in L’Aigle
in order to complete them, and I looked with equal good faith for anything
that would confirm or infirm them; but, as to the latter, I could not find any
plausible objection, and especially, not a single observation, not a single
story told on the spot which would have contradicted the results of my
enquiry.

Still, I wanted to employ yet another, last means to verify it. It is a usage
among the peasants of the area to assemble on Sunday mornings on the
square at L’Aigle. On that day, I went among them, asked them questions
and, according to the accounts they made of the meteorite, I was able to
consistently determine in which canton they lived; for those who had seen
stones fall were within the limits I had roamed, and those who hadn’t seen
any, were outside. There occurred no exception to this rule. I concluded
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from it that I had well circumscribed the surface over which the meteorite
had burst.

It was amidst these groups, where nobody was surprised to see so much
importance being given to the phenomenon, that was pointed out to me the
one among all the peasants of the area who seemed to have been exposed to
the greatest danger. He is called  Piche, a wire stretcher, who lives in the
village of Aunées, in the commune of Gloss. When the explosion happened,
he was working outdoors with several workmen: a stone glanced along his
arm and fell at his feet; he tried to pick it up but it was scorchingly hot and
he let it drop, quite scared. This fact, which was told to me at first on the
square by the peasants, was confirmed to me by this man himself, when they
brought him to me. He no longer had this stone, which an interest foreign to
the sciences had made it to be picked up and mixed with several others; but
he gave me a piece which had fallen at the same time, on the same spot,
close to him, under the eyes of all his companions.

Finally, when I had assured myself by all possible means that I had no more
enlightenment to acquire nor any new informations to hope for, I left L’Aigle
on 16th Messidor (5 July) and returned to Paris.
  
If one is to compare, following the rules of critical enquiry, the moral and
physical testimonies which I have thus truthfully reported, one will find in
them a reunion of proofs such as can fit only the truth. 

Indeed, let us consider first the physical testimonies.

Nobody has ever seen, before the explosion of 6th Floreal, meteoritic stones
in the hands of the inhabitants of the area.

Mineralogical collections made with the greatest of care, over several years,
in order to gather the products of the département, do not include anything
similar; the memoirs held by the council of mines about the mineralogy and
the geology of the area of L’Aigle make no mention of it.

The founderies, factories, mines of the area which I have visited have
nothing in their production and in their slag which has the slightest
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connexion with these substances. One cannot find in the land any trace of
a volcano.

All of a sudden, and precisely since the time of the meteorite, these stones
are found on the ground and in the hands of the inhabitants of the area, who
know them better than they know any others; they are so common that one
can estimate the number of those which are shown around to be two or three
thousand.

These stones are encountered only in a well determined area, on lands which
are foreign to the substances which make them up, in places where they
could impossibly, given their sizes and their number, have escaped attention. 

The biggest of the stones, when broken open, still release a very strong
sulfurous odor in their inside; this has disappeared from their surface and the
smallest of them no longer release any that can be made out: in such a way
that the odor released by the bigger ones seems of a nature such that it must
also disappear with time.

All these are as many physical proofs attesting to the fact that the meteoritic
stones of the area around L’Aigle are foreign to the places where they have
been found; that they have been transported there recently, since the time of
the explosion, and by a cause which has modified the principles which make
them up.

If now we consult the moral testimonies, what do we find? Twenty hamlets
scattered over a surface of over two square leagues (64 sqkm), almost all the
inhabitants of which come forward as eye-witnesses and testify to the fact
that a harrowing rain of stones was cast by the meteorite. In their numbers
one finds grown men, women, children, old people; they are simple and
rough peasants, living at big distances from each other; farmers full of good
sense and reason; respectable men of the church, young men who, having
been to the military, are immune against fear created by delusions:  all these
people, of such different professions, mores, and opinions, who have only
little or no relations to each other, are all at once ready to agree upon the
same fact which they have no interest in making up; they all report it to have
happened on the same day, at the same hour, in the same moment, in the
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same circumstances, and using the same comparisons; and this fact, so
universally, so strongly attested to, is but a consequence of the physical
proofs previously assembled, namely that there fell onto this area stones of
a peculiar nature following the explosion of 6th Floreal.

Moreover, there are still being shown traces of debris which testify
materially to the fall of these masses, about which one speaks only with fear.
People say that they have seen them come down along roofs, break branches
of trees, rebound on the pavement; it is said that the soil was seen to smoke
around the biggest of them, and that one could  hold them scorching in one’s
hands. These accounts are made, these traces are shown only in a delimited
area of land. Only there is it still possible to find some meteoritic stones;
there is not even one which is known to have been found on the ground
outside of this area, and there is not one single witness who maintains to
have seen stones fall anywhere else.

Finally a third category of proof results from certain physical particularities
unanimously reported by the inhabitants of the area, who are too little
educated to have foressen their consequences: I mean to say the successive
changes observed concerning the hardness of these stones and the odor they
released; which changes, according to the account of the witnesses, among
whom must be counted our colleague Leblond, have intervened in the space
of a few days following the explosion of the meteorite; changes the traces of
which I have myself observed very clearly by breaking off pieces of different
dimensions; and this new comparison between testimonies and facts only
serves to show yet more agreement between them.

In this way, all proofs, be they physical, be they moral, which it was possible
to collect, concentrate and so to speak converge towards a single point; and
if one considers the way in which we have been lead, by comparing
testimonies, to the spot of the explosion, the number of informations taken
on the spot, and the fact that they matched those which were collected at ten
leagues’ (40km) distance; the great number of witnesses, their moral
character, the similarity and perfect coincidence of their accounts, wherever
they came from, without there having been discovered even one single
exception, we shall conclude without the slightest doubt that the fact upon
which all these proofs unite has really happened, and that stones fell in the
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vicinity of L’Aigle on 6th Floreal of the year 11.

Then, the full set of testimonies shall yield the following description of this
phenomenon:

On Tuesday, 6th Floreal of the year 11, around one o’clock in the afternoon,
by serene weather, was seen from Caen, Pont-Audemer and from the vicinity
of Alençon, from Falaise and from Verneuil, a flaming globe, of a very
brilliant radiance, and which moved through the atmosphere with much
speed.

Some moments later there was heard at L’Aigle and around this city, in an
area of a radius of over thirty leagues (120km), a violent explosion which
lasted five or six minutes.

There were at first three of four blows resembling cannon shots, followed by
some kind of discharge resembling a fusillade; after which one heard
something like a terrible rolling of drums. The air was quiet and the sky
serene, with the exception of a few clouds, such as are seen commonly.

This noise came out of a small cloud which had the shape of a rectangle, the
long side of which was directed east-west. It seemed to be immobile during
the whole duration of the phenomenon; only the vapors of which it was
composed shot out momentarily from various sides under the effects of the
successive explosions. This cloud was more or less half-a-league (2km) to
the north-north-west of the city of L’Aigle: it was very high up in the
atmosphere; for the inhabitants of laVassolerie and of Boislaville, hamlets
which are distant of more than one league (4km) from each other, observed
it at the same time above their heads. In the whole canton over which the
cloud hovered one could hear whistlings similar to the one of a stone thrown
by means of a sling, and in the same time one saw a great number of solid
masses fall which are exactly similar to those which have been designated
under the name of meteoritic stones.

The area upon which these stones have been thrown has as its limits the
château of Fontenil, the hamlet of la Vassolerie and the villages of Saint-
Pierre-de-Sommaire, Gloss, Couvain, Gauville and Saint-Michel-de-
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Sommaire.

It is an elliptical area about two leagues and a half (10km) long by about one
league (4km) wide, the longest dimension being directed from south-east to
north-west, with an angle of ca 22°: this is the present direction of the
magnetic meridian at L’Aigle.

One can draw from this some informations about the direction of the
meteorite. Indeed, if it had exploded in a single instant, the stones would
have been scattered over a surface more or less circular; but the duration of
the noise signals a succession of explosions which must have scattered the
stones along an elongated surface following the direction in which the
meteorite was moving. This elongation indicates therefore the horizontal
direction of the meteorite; and by matching this result with the testimonies
which have the fiery globe falling to the north, one will conclude, with a
great appearance of certitude, that the meteorite was going from south-east
to north-west, at an angle of ca 22°. 

If observations made about the duration of the noise could be considered to
be exact, one would deduce the horizontal speed of the meteorite from the
ellipticity of the area in which the stones have been projected; but I am not
aware that any precise observation has been made about this point, and in
this regard one can base oneself only on the exactitude of instruments,
because astonishment will always induce one to increase the duration of a
phenomenon which causes surprise through its continuity. One can only
presume from this data that the horizontal speed of the meteorite at the time
when it exploded was not very high, and it is probably for this reason that
it was believed to be completely immobile. This does not prevent it in any
way from having had a very great speed in the vertical direction, as the
horizontal speed is the only one which observations of this kind can
apprehend. 

The biggest stones fell at the south-east extremity of the major axis of the
ellipse, to the side of Fontenil and la Vassolerie; the smallest fell at the
opposite extremity, and the middle-sized ones between these two points.
According to the considerations previously mentioned, the bigger ones seem
to have fallen first.
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The biggest of all of those which have been found weighed 8.56 K (18.86 lb)
at the moment when it fell; the smallest which I saw and which I brought
back with me weighs only 7 or 8 grams; this latter one is therefore about one
thousand times smaller than the first one. The number of all those fallen  can
be evaluated to two or three thousand. 

The samples of meteoritic stones which are mentioned in this memoir have
been deposited at the Museum of Natural History. Citizen Thénard has been
so kind as to analyze some of them, and he found this:

Silicium: 46
Oxydized iron: 45
Magnesium: 10
Nickel:   2
Sulfur:        ca 5

__________
       108

From which must be removed the quantity of oxygen which has bonded with
the metal during the operation. The various pieces which have been tested
comparatively have not yielded appreciable differences, despite having been
chosen among those which, by virtue of their aspect or by the locus of their
fall should have distinguished themselves maximally one from the others. 

One can see, from this analysis, that the stones fallen in the vicinity of
L’Aigle are constituted following the same principles as the meteoritic
masses known up to now; they merely contain a little less magnesium and
a little more iron.

These results are quite in agreement avec those which citizen Vauquelin had
already obtained when analyzing the first samples sent from L’Aigle to
citizen Fourcroy.

Besides, whatever the origin of these stones, one must not be surprised to
find some differences in the relationships between the substances which
compose them, as they are united by mere aggregation, not through intimate
combination.
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I have limited myself in this relation to a mere exposition of the facts; I have
set myself the task to see them as anybody else would have seen them, and
I have put all my care in presenting them with exactitude. I shall leave to the
sagacity of the physicists the numerous consequences that can be drawn
from them, and I will estimate myself fortunate if they find that I have
succeeded in removing beyond the reach of all doubt one of the most
astonishing phenomena that men have ever observed
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